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No longer a test of classical knowledge, the modern crossword is a challenging labyrinth of clever

clues, timely puns, and computer-age acronyms that baffle even veteran wordsmiths. Completely

revised and expanded, The Dell Crossword Dictionary includes an extensive crossword definitions

section, a thoroughly cross-referenced "Word-Finder" section, the most extensive "Name-Finder" in

any dictionary, and every trivia fact a puzzle fan could ever want to know. Comprehensive and easy

to use, The Dell Crossword Dictionary is a must-have for any crossword lover.
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No longer a test of classical knowledge, the modern crossword is a challenging labyrinth of clever

clues, timely puns, and computer-age acronyms that baffle even veteran wordsmiths. Completely

revised and expanded, The Dell Crossword Dictionary includes an extensive crossword definitions

section, a thoroughly cross-referenced "Word-Finder" section, the most extensive "Name-Finder" in

any dictionary, and every trivia fact a puzzle fan could ever want to know. Comprehensive and easy

to use, The Dell Crossword Dictionary is a must-have for any crossword lover.

Wayne Robert Williams is the creator of the prestigious Dell Champion line of puzzle magazines. A

familiar and well-respected figure in the puzzle world, he has created and edited a wide variety of

puzzles, puzzle books and puzzle magazines. He's been the Chicago Tribune crossword editor



since 1997.

This book is not what was advertised in the description. Make sure you read the full description both

in the Title description and the full product description as well. I bought this product for my dad and

in the title description it says it is a "21st Century Reference" and it even says that on the

book,however, on arrival this product was the same exact book in which my father already had;

which was the 1995 version.(We looked inside once we received it, and the last president inside this

book was former President Clinton.) Yes, the book was in great shape, a lot better shape than my

dad's book; so he decided to keep it. But, I think the pictures should be displayed what the books

are, so the customers are not misled. In this case, I think that's what happened. I was both confused

on this product, and mislead. In order to get the book you want, you have to read every piece of

information about every book you see in order to be sure you are getting the book you need.

When I received the new dictionary, I was thrown a bit as the cover has changed and does not

resemble the one shown, which looks exactly like the one I was replacing. After comparison, I saw

that it is the same... it just has a different look. (It has a white background with orange at the top and

purple at the bottom and the words are in purple and orange) I kinda like to old red cover. I prefer

the Dell dict over any other. It is the most comprehensive one in print. The one I replaced was falling

apart from years of use and I can't find it in book stores any longer. Thank you ! I only gave it 4 stars

because I think it needs updating especially the celebrity name section.There are so many new

celebs whom I am not famiiar with and it would be nice to have them in the dict. Other than that, I

love this book

I've had one like it for over 20 years and it was literally falling apart. I was so excited to see it still on

the market and improved as well..It has types of information that regular crosswords dictionaries do

not list, so I am a happy puzzler....

This book replaced my two original issues. It gives much more help that synonyms. It has a name

finder that covers actors, athletes,singers,and writers and most categories inbetween. It contains

lists of Kentucky Derby Winners, U.S. Presidents, Olympic Games Sites --- but only to 1994 in most

cases. An updated edition would be great. I get stumped on computer terminology, and a section on

terms and abbreviations would be a good addition. As old as it is, this edition still is my best bet

when working crosswords. When it fails, I usually go to my daughter or best friend Al (usually on a



Friday or Saturday). My local book store didn't have this book, but  came through.

This was bought as a gift and I chose it because I have one. I have found it to be very helpful.

This is the one you want when you need famous peoples names. It is the best I have found for that.

That is why I purchased the dictionary. However the rest of the dictionary is not very good. Not

anywhere near large enough to be of much help compared to Andrew Swanfeldts for instance. The

Dell has 447 pages, Swanfeldts has 895 pages. But again for peoples names, from all walks of life,

this is the best.

The only thing this book lacks is an up-to-date list of famous people by both first names and last

names; even so it's remarkably useful; this is the book I turn to first to check on clues!

My mama love it
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